Leader Tips for Improving Teammate Well-being

As a leader, what you do has an impact on burnout and the overall well-being of
yourself and your team. We know stress is on the rise and people are putting in
more hours consistently in an ever-changing environment.
We also know that as a leader, your support for your team matters. Leaders are
one of the most signi cant drivers in how supported teammates feel. When
leaders spend time seeking to understand their team’s needs with empathy it’s
proven to reduce burnout and improve well-being for both parties.
Here are three behaviors you can perform regularly to help prevent burnout and
improve your team’s well-being and overall resilience.
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Lean In
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Round with the team

Listen with the intent to
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understand by letting the
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your burnout, well-
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4. What resources are
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within Atrium Health
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Share:
Acknowledge. Say thank

If you are feeling

you for sharing.

burned out or run down
please do not hesitate

Clarify emotions. Say,

to let me know."

"it sounds like you're
frustrated that things are
getting in the way," or "it
sounds like you would like
my help to..."



Additional Learning:

10 Steps to Effective Listening
To Prevent Burnout, Hire Better Bosses
4 Keys to Effective Administrative Rounding
Prevent Burnout by Making Compassion a Habit
Quick Tips to Support Employees Through Critical Incidents in the Workplace

